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AR Comics

Result Details

Question

07 Do you think DreamTales AR comics are...
Answers

252
280%

Skips

0
0%

0% 27% 54% COUNT PERCENT

Just right 136 53.97%

Too "nice", I want something more edgy 67 26.59%

Other (please comment) 49 19.44%

Please help us understand why you selected this answer
Comments

97

19,794,587

Seems like they spend too much time on baby/diaper/wetting/spanking aspects in general and could spend more
time on going further in depth with AP characters having a romance/sexual relationship.

Today, 2:03PM

19,785,459

I think DreamTales comics are the best in the market today not because only the art work and the accurate and
beautiful drawings but also the exciting story line, the good price and creative ideas.

Today, 8:38AM

19,776,978

I'm more into AP, but genrerally I like (and buy) your comics. I actually don't really care about humiliation and
such, it sometimes is nice, sometimes I'm a little annoyed of it. I mostly focus on the process. Rly liked the
detailed and realistic artstyle of bojays Squirt. The later comics got a little too cartoon like. Thx for reafing so far,
keep it up!

Today, 1:14AM

19,758,888

I,d like to see some more adult content from time to time. still love most comics. Yesterday, 4:14AM

19,756,261

I'm under the belief that the DreamTales comics have played it safe, neither strafing too far to the more extremes
of the genre, nor pulling it up too short. However, I also believe there is a fair bit of matieral and a big enough of
a fanbase at this point to push toward more edgier things, as long as those 'things' are kept in contrast the the
more 'normal' flavors and themes of the fanclub. An example that was portrayed in the last AR comic with
'unbirthing', the tone was set right and the more...graphic scenes were left to the imagination rather than simply
brandied about. I guess what I'm getting at is that from my perspective, that the artists have gained my trust
enough at this juncture to be a little more free to roam the depths of the genre, though the humor that has been
brought to the table and the tone and depth I would argue should be kept as high as feasible per the story. Small
reminders that as fun as fantasy is, we should never take it too seriously and enjoy it for the entertainment value.

Yesterday, 2:46AM

19,754,993

a bit too female focused, i'd love to see a male centric comic Yesterday, 1:44AM

19,752,192

Kinda samey, the theme is often repeated, but very well done art and good stories at heart.
Saturday, Feb 4th
11:09PM
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19,751,947

More detailed and prolonged growth sequences
Saturday, Feb 4th
10:57PM

19,750,317

I LOVE the style of the art work, but a bit too sterilized, no nipples etc..
Saturday, Feb 4th
10:39PM

19,733,984

I would prefer a little more plot Maybe some romance (G rated) or an interesting twist on the end Physical change
/loose clothing would be nice I really wanted and answe between Just right and more edgy

Saturday, Feb 4th
8:22PM

19,729,838

I'm not particularly into Female/Female, but I see good work
Saturday, Feb 4th
7:19PM

19,724,999

I've enjoyed comics where the process is progressive over the length of the comic and we get to see the character
struggle with their new physical restrictions, and since I especially enjoy oversized clothes and their eventual loss,
I'd love to see more featuring that.

Saturday, Feb 4th
2:58PM

19,724,171

Definitely prefer progression/regression towards a sexual age.
Saturday, Feb 4th
2:13PM

19,723,969

They're good but the plots is beginning to be the same.
Saturday, Feb 4th
2:02PM

19,721,408

-> As long that there isn't a babality (turning into infant and such). I like a story on which involves humiliation
(Suzy/Marilyn/Betsy), revenge (Lauren/Mandy), regret (Suzy/Marilyn/Betsy), and satisfaction (Lauren/Mandy).

Saturday, Feb 4th
11:56AM

19,716,769

please dont change the way you do ting
Saturday, Feb 4th
9:23AM

19,702,457

It's a perfect balance between edgy stuff I want to see and something a bit too innocent.
Saturday, Feb 4th
3:24AM

19,702,239

I have enjoyed almost all of them, but I would really enjoy some more edgy stuff as well. Harsher stories, more
nudity at times, maybe not a happy ending.

Saturday, Feb 4th
3:18AM

19,701,238

Honestly, I don't recall off the top of my head which comics are dreamtales. That name gives me a warm feeling
which means I've done my thing to those stories a few times.

Saturday, Feb 4th
2:53AM

19,700,243

i don't mind when something is "unfair" such as forced regression etc. but i am not a fan of Dark endings, Bojay
caters to this just fine, and i am also a big fan of his style

Saturday, Feb 4th
2:26AM

19,698,819

I'll know soon enough
Saturday, Feb 4th
1:47AM

19,695,153

Perhaps a little dirtier, keeping the playfulness of the role reversal
Saturday, Feb 4th
12:09AM

19,692,128

Some stories are good as "nice" but I wouldn't mind some more edge.
Friday, Feb 3rd
10:42PM

They're great already but some might think the stories are becoming similar to each other .
Friday, Feb 3rd
10:23PM
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19,691,082

They're great already but some might think the stories are becoming similar to each other .
10:23PM

19,689,007

They're generally pretty good. Nothing over-sexualized, but focus more on the woman trying to come to terms
with her reduced stature. I like the whole "you'd better do what I say--I'm the older sister/older than you!" motif,
although regressing to infancy and unbirthing are really not my favorites. "Eenie Meanie Marilyn" may have been
one of the best of these. "Beach Blanket Beauties" is a close second. "Big Splash" was all right, but way too open-
ended.

Friday, Feb 3rd
9:32PM

19,686,565

More humiliation, and insight on being forced to live in their transformed state.
Friday, Feb 3rd
9:03PM

19,683,889

I would like more Male AR which I know others have asked for. Also, BE and TG themes seem to spill over as well.
Thanks

Friday, Feb 3rd
7:41PM

19,682,993

There ok
Friday, Feb 3rd
7:26PM

19,682,880

I haven't read any, to be honest. (Poverty has kept me from buying any sort of comics in a long, long time.)
Friday, Feb 3rd
7:24PM

19,680,187

its too censored... not enough action to live anyone satisfied. The comic "Something in the Water" had a great
plot, but there could have been so much done.

Friday, Feb 3rd
5:44PM

19,677,728

Boring, not enough process and they ALWAYS focus just as much if not more on AP. Why can't we have only AR? or
mostly AR?

Friday, Feb 3rd
4:21PM

19,677,238

The Big Splash is probably my favorite of your comics, its not sexual at all but theres atleast nudity, and a swap.
But recently all the comics have been lacking anything of the sort. And Ive also noticed the lack of sex in general.
Like in the SW/GTS stuff.

Friday, Feb 3rd
4:04PM

19,672,395

Not into female AR
Friday, Feb 3rd
2:30PM

19,666,286

very good
Friday, Feb 3rd
11:28AM

19,665,966

some of them are good, but more AP please
Friday, Feb 3rd
11:22AM

19,663,727

I don't want more graphic sex, but I want more drama. I want to characters that are not one-dimensional. I want
to understand what motivates them, so I can better relate to how they react to the AR. Not just "sexy cartoon
woman reacts to sexual circumstances". I want to see a little more dangerous situations, and see that everything
does not necessarily return to the safe status quo at the end of the story.

Friday, Feb 3rd
10:14AM

19,662,982

too expensive...they'll be a lot better if they were free
Friday, Feb 3rd

9:49AM

19,660,569

More nudity, I dont need anything crazy edgy. I just want to see more, but again, no kids.
Friday, Feb 3rd
8:34AM

They are a good combination of edgy and nice comics. They also like to try new things and ideas
Friday, Feb 3rd
5:34AM
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19,656,058
5:34AM

19,655,723

I like the playfulness and humor of the comics and the storylines. I get very excited when I see a new palcomix
one. I think another ar story in the suzy and frank world would be fun, similar to the size change comics maybe
where both Suzy and Frank or Marilyn and Frank get younger?

Friday, Feb 3rd
5:16AM

19,653,947

DreamTales AR comics need more nudity/sexual content. I enjoy seeing them anyways because they are well
drawn, but I won't buy them.

Friday, Feb 3rd
3:20AM

19,653,935

I'm open minded and would like ether of the top two anwsers.
Friday, Feb 3rd
3:18AM

19,653,493

See my previous comments.
Although I'm glad if I wouldn't see recycled story plots (like siblings quarrels).
A little bit more drama in the stories would be nice.

Friday, Feb 3rd
2:49AM

19,652,881

They are good comics. It's rare to find comics with this theme, and I'm thankful, even I don't buy every comic
Friday, Feb 3rd
2:14AM

19,652,560

Everybody is all happy at the ending, especially with the sister switches.
Friday, Feb 3rd
1:56AM

19,651,348

I'd like to see more AR, and more time spent on the regressions(better sequences). I'd also like to see a situation
where a regressed woman gets restored to adulthood, but regressed again later.

Friday, Feb 3rd
12:28AM

19,651,324

I just wish there was more detail on the process of the change:)
Friday, Feb 3rd
12:27AM

19,651,239

I like the tone of the comics; if by "edgy" you imply sexual themes, I don't want to explore those together with AR
for obvious reasons (for your safety as a producer, and mine as a person with digital files on my hard drive).

Some themes of the comics do seem to repeat with a frequency that exceeds my interest level. I'm pretty bored
with sister role-swap. Role-swap in general to a somewhat lesser extent. The Marylin / Lois Lane tribute comic
and the Beach Blanket Beauties are my two favorite comics of yours of the recent releases. I'm unlikely to buy the
newest one.

Friday, Feb 3rd
12:20AM

19,650,776

I think much more might be a little too creepy for my taste. I like the transfomations and that's mostly what
interests me about AR but there is a very thin line that you have to be careful about.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
11:42PM

19,650,498

I like it grim and gritty.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
11:21PM

19,650,329

I like my AR!
Thursday, Feb 2nd
11:09PM

19,650,207

Hard to say. They fill a niche that's not covered anywhere else that I know of. As far as something more edgy, I
can find porn anywhere on the internet. I'm not into violence or child abuse. I like the balance between art and
story.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
11:01PM

19,649,591

The comics are great but the scenarios tend to be the same.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
10:19PM
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19,649,280

need more male AR
Thursday, Feb 2nd
10:14PM

19,649,162

The comics are in fair enough prices and have Quality stories only
Thursday, Feb 2nd
10:09PM

19,649,021

While I understand the problem with telling adult situtations with AR and AP stories I prefer a darker tone in some
of my stories.
Art is fantastic but the stories seem very softcore skin-a-max type cheesy bad motel porn type.
That said I'll probably still buy them even if they continue to have the more humor/light tone they have.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
9:59PM

19,648,949

I'll admit that there's a fair-sized chunk of the AR community that left my comfort zone behind years ago. Of
course, I'm not interested in judging anyone, or anything like that, especially since exactly what my 'comfort zone'
is isn't something I have a concrete definition of. But the places that the DreamTales comics stick around in is fine
with me.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
9:54PM

19,648,868

I think they are responsible, but a little more nudity would not hurt. Nudity is not always sexual. Thursday, Feb 2nd
9:50PM

19,647,645

I have loved almost everyone I bought, though I am a fan of humiliation in AR
Thursday, Feb 2nd
8:54PM

19,647,343

I don't think that the comics necessarily 'need' to be edgier, but with such similar stories, becomes a bit rote
without something to keep me interested.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
8:40PM

19,647,070

Just fine although you could try not having mean stuff like the smacking children as it seems abusive.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
8:29PM

19,646,690

A bit more humiliation would be nice though for the most part I'm happy. I do think that if a character regresses
then by the end of the comic they should be a baby. Show the entire spectrum. Mainly I want more turnabout, the
initial regressee ending up older and regressing the one who was regressing them. Major reason I suggested
'Elevation' , 'Wishes' and 'Test Run'.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
8:11PM

19,646,564

Love the artwork of them all. While I do know your website is primarily AR, I come here to find AP, as I enjoy that
more. If there was more of that, I'd buy more. :p

Thursday, Feb 2nd
8:06PM

19,645,371

Very nice, but do not offer enough male AR and AB/DL related content.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
7:19PM

19,644,297

Not a fan of female AR, but I can appreciate the skills of the artist
Thursday, Feb 2nd
6:37PM

19,644,261

I am still deciding what I think of the comic section. Since the stories do not fit with my "desires" I am just waiting.
I will say if there was a way to preview some of the works pre-purchase I would be swayed to say "just right".
(Speaking of compilation sets, not comics per-say)

Thursday, Feb 2nd
6:35PM

19,644,257

They're great, but I wish the endings, especially for the infant-ended ones, dwelled more on the infancy and spent
less time building up to the reason why I'm buying the comic. A lot of the stories are so paper thin that it doesn't
really matter too much if they were lost in comparison to the transformations.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
6:34PM

Could be a little more detailed in the transformation department, or even stretch out the transformation scenes Thursday, Feb 2nd
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19,643,450

Could be a little more detailed in the transformation department, or even stretch out the transformation scenes
longer.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
5:30PM

19,643,446

While I do enjoy the more passive stories, I would like to see some more variety of sexual scenarios in these
stories.

Definitely would like more better-developed girls lording superior curves over grown women who feel inadequate
in comparison.

Oh, also, forgot to mention, I would love an adaptation of "the Substitute Teacher" at some point. One of my
favorites!

All in all, you're my favorite purveyor of such tales, and I have purchased the vast majority of your works, even
when the premise seems not to my taste, based on the reputation you've built in my mind. Keep up the good
work.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
5:31PM

19,643,422

I don't mind the combo of sexuality and humiliation that often occurs. I would just like to see more diverse plots.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
5:30PM

19,643,307

I havent gotten a comic yet and regretted it.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
5:23PM

19,643,079

Needs more diapers and nudity and sexual situations, sexual talking.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
5:17PM

19,641,691

puerile
Thursday, Feb 2nd
3:59PM

19,641,471

I like the comics the way they are. Though I am open to change. =] Still looking for more male AR, but that's
about it. =]

Thursday, Feb 2nd
3:48PM

19,640,262

not enough male ar
Thursday, Feb 2nd
2:50PM

19,638,615

Doesn't go far enough with regression/never does mental
Thursday, Feb 2nd
1:27PM

19,638,085

I'll be honest and say that I personally haven't read them, if these are the kind of comics you have to purchase. I'd
rather not spend money on something that doesn't really interest me or that I find ultimately unfulfilling. Perhaps
some preview pages or a free trial would be of a benefit for me.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
1:00PM

19,637,623

Too much focus on female AR, would prefer a more even handed approach
Thursday, Feb 2nd
12:42PM

19,637,520

I think they are excellent, but for personally, I'd love to see more AR, and especially AR involving back to
babyhood and diapers. Diapers are a big draw card for me.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
12:37PM

19,637,453

There's nothing wrong with the comics but they tend to have a similar story at times.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
12:33PM

19,637,368

Hard to say, I can never afford to get one and my debit card isn't accepted by US sellers.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
12:30PM

They hit the mark at being fun without being obnoxious.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
12:24PM
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19,637,265

They hit the mark at being fun without being obnoxious.
12:24PM

19,635,873

Comics like Beach Blanket Beauties, Crybaby Marylin and The Big Splash are great. They leave you wanting more,
good story and great art. They're just right, not all of them but the majority of them are well done.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
11:37AM

19,635,657

its iffy its good but would like to see a bit more baby ar
Thursday, Feb 2nd
11:29AM

19,635,341

Too adult
Thursday, Feb 2nd
11:19AM

19,633,974

Don't mind the happy endings, but as I said would prefer more taunting before the resolution :>
Thursday, Feb 2nd
10:30AM

19,633,889

Awesome, but I love more detailed transformations, like in Squirt, you don't see that around anywhere, and I like
DreamTales because its a place you can find comics that you can't find ANYWHERE else!

Thursday, Feb 2nd
10:25AM

19,631,765

I feel that the stories are too much of the same. There are really only 2 plots.

Two sisters switch ages, one of them goes after the other's boyfriend while the other is embarrassed her little
sister is more physically mature.

Two female friends. One regressed the other to get a man.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
8:54AM

19,631,642

I buy anything you have done. But i honestly love this type of stuff. I would like to see some cruel stuff. Maybe

even some twists where the regressor gets regresed by accident or by a new character/

Thursday, Feb 2nd

8:50AM

19,631,026

Too much of the same every single time.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
8:22AM

19,630,505

I think Dreamtales comes up with great ideas. Just needs to be mixed up with different storylines and characters.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
7:57AM

19,629,984

actually i'd like more nudity
Thursday, Feb 2nd
7:30AM

19,629,717

Though I'm interested in more unbirthing the ultimate in AR.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
7:16AM

19,629,250

Diaper pooping and/or peeing would help with humiliation.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
6:52AM

19,628,341

I'd like to see more sensuality/sexuality incorporated into the AR comics, something along the lines of what
appears in your SW comics. I appreciate that isn't practical once the character regresses beyond a particular age,
but it would be fun to see it worked in as the character progresses to a younger age. (And with AP I would think it
wouldn't raise any hackles, as the character enters into a sexually mature age, but I might be wrong about that.)
"Eenie Meanie Marilyn" comes the closest to what I'm thinking of.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
5:57AM

19,628,055

I think they're great! I just would like to see an adults reaction to the dirty diaper. I love the breast feeding seems
as well.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
5:38AM

I feel like the comics differ greatly in art between each autor, which is normal, but almost never in script, which is
Thursday, Feb 2nd
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19,627,398

I feel like the comics differ greatly in art between each autor, which is normal, but almost never in script, which is
boring.
It would be more interesting to read them not knowing what would happen.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
4:55AM


